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Please I feel so alive, 
Forgot all thats in your eyes, 
It's enough to be just unforgiving canned emotion, 
Look at these things that you've said and done, 
Look at all thats in your heart, 
But is it enough to feel just like always (surely)

Feel as you know (feel as you know) tonight - we could
be,
And its alright falling into this world for a while, 
Seems like we should go (seems like we should go)
tonight
- we should be, New lifes so risky, 
Just like to leave this all behind

It's easy to deny - to allow ourselves to fly, 
Words wont let you heal because of me go find it's
broken, 
Look at these things that you've said and done, 
Look at all thats in your heart, 
Time wont make this heal, 
Just like always (surely)

Feel as you know (feel as you know) tonight - we could
be,
And its alright falling into this world for a while, 
Seems like we should go (seems like we should go)
tonight - we should be, 
New lifes so risky, 
Just like to leave this all behind

(Short instrumental)

Theres nothing quite like the way we always end up
back where 

- we begin, 
Theres something that spirals so far away, 
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I need to just let these pictures fall away, 
(Is there anything in me), 
Why am I feeling this way? (I cannot..) 

Feel as you know (feel as you know) tonight - we could
be,
And its alright falling into this world for a while, 
Seems like we should go (seems like we should go)
tonight - we should be, 
New lifes so risky, 
Just like to leave this all behind
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